We define polynomial tangle invariants ∇ s T via Kauffman states and Alexander codes and investigate some of their properties. In particular, we prove symmetry relations for ∇ s T of 4-ended tangles and deduce that the multivariable Alexander polynomial is invariant under Conway mutation. The invariants ∇ s T can be interpreted naturally via Heegaard diagrams for tangles. This leads to a categorified version of ∇ s T : a Heegaard Floer homology HFT for tangles, which we define as a bordered sutured invariant. We discuss a bigrading on HFT and prove symmetry relations for HFT of 4-ended tangles that echo those for ∇ s T .
Introduction
Let L be a link in the 3-sphere S 3 . Consider an embedded closed 3-ball B 3 ⊂ S 3 whose boundary intersects L transversely. Then, modulo a parametrization of the boundary ∂B 3 , the embedding L ∩ B 3 → B 3 is essentially what we call a tangle, see definition 1.1. The first half of this paper is concerned with the definition and study of polynomial invariants ∇ s T for such tangles. These invariants should be viewed as a generalisation of the Conway potential function, ie the normalised Alexander polynomial, which is a classical knot and link invariant [Ale28] . Using Heegaard diagrams for tangles, we interpret ∇ s T as the graded Euler characteristics of some homological Heegaard-Floertype invariants HFT(T, s), which we define in the second half of this paper.
The polynomial tangle invariants ∇ s T
We start from Kauffman's combinatorial definition of the Alexander polynomial [Kau83] and adapt it to tangles. In general, from an oriented tangle diagram T , we obtain a finite set of Laurent polynomials ∇ s T in the same number of variables as there are tangle components. This finite set of invariants is indexed by some additional input data for tangles, which we call the sites s of T . The definition of ∇ s T is a very straightforward generalisation of Kauffman's construction. However, I am unaware of any reference in the literature where these invariants have been studied. The underlying idea is perhaps similar to the one in [GL86] , where state polynomials of tangle universes are introduced as a tool for proving the duality conjecture in formal knot theory.
Thus, studying the basic properties of ∇ s T will be the first objective of this paper. We show that the invariants ∇ s T satisfy glueing formulas (propositions 1.10 and 1.11) which generalise the connected sum formula for knots and links. In section 2, we show that our tangle invariants also enjoy some other basic properties, similar to those of the Conway potential function. In particular, the invariants ∇ s T are well-behaved under orientation reversal of the tangle strands and taking mirror images. In section 3, we study ∇ s T for 4-ended tangles and prove the following symmetry relations between different sites. for type 1. For type 2, all identities but the last hold true.
Definition 0.3 (Conway mutation) Given a link L, let L be the link obtained by cutting out a tangle diagram R with four ends from a diagram of L and glueing it back in after a half-rotation, see figure 3 for an illustration. We say L is a Conway mutant of L and we call R the mutating tangle in this mutation. If L is oriented, we choose an orientation of L that agrees with the one for L outside of R. If this means that we need to reverse the orientation of the two open components of R, then we also reverse the orientation of all other components of R during the mutation; otherwise we do not change any orientation. For an alternative, but equivalent definition, see definition 3.3 and remark 3.4.
Theorem 0.2 along with the glueing formula for ∇ s T gives rise to the following result.
Corollary 0.4 (3.5) The multivariate Alexander polynomial is invariant under Conway mutation after identifying the variables corresponding to the two open strands of the mutating tangle.
This result has long been known for the univariate Alexander polynomial, see for example [LM87,  proposition 11], but I have been unable to find a corresponding result for the multivariate polynomial in the literature. The fact that mutation invariance follows so easily from the symmetry relations of theorem 0.2 suggests that ∇ T is well-suited for studying the "local behaviour" of the Alexander polynomial.
The homological tangle invariant HFT Heegaard Floer homology theories were first defined by Ozsváth and Szabó in 2001 [OS01] . With an oriented, closed 3-dimensional manifold M , they associated a family of homological invariants, the simplest of which is denoted by HF(M). Given an oriented (null-homologous) knot or link L in M , Ozsváth and Szabó, and independently J. Rasmussen, then defined filtrations on the chain complexes which give rise to the respective flavours of knot and link Floer homology [OS03a, Ras03, OS05] , the simplest of which is denoted by HFL(L). The Alexander polynomial can be recovered from these groups as the graded Euler characteristic.
Given corollary 0.4, it is only natural to ask for a Heegaard-Floer theoretic categorification of ∇ s T . To this end, we define a homology theory HFT as follows: given a Heegaard diagram for a tangle T (see definition 4.1) along with a site s of T , we define a finitely generated Abelian group which comes with two gradings: a relative homological Z-grading and an Alexander grading, which is an additional relative Z-grading for each component of the tangle:
CFT(T, s) = h∈Z ←homological grading a∈Z |T| ←Alexander grading CFT h (T, s, a).
Here, |T| denotes the number of components of T . One can then define a differential on this group which preserves the Alexander grading and decreases homological grading by 1. In sections 4 and 5, we prove the following result.
Theorem 0.5 (5.17 and 5.19) Given an oriented tangle T and a site s for T , the bigraded chain homotopy type of CFT(T, s) is an invariant of T . We denote its homology by HFT(T, s) and call it the non-glueable Heegaard Floer homology of the tangle T with respect to the site s. is well-defined up to multiplication by a unit and agrees with ∇ s T up to some factor.
Actually, we define HFT for tangles within arbitrary 3-manifolds M with spherical boundary, see the comment at the beginning of section 4. This is done using Zarev's bordered sutured Heegaard Floer theory [Zar11] . However, in general, the gradings on his invariants are rather complicated. To obtain HFT with the gradings described above, we restrict ourselves to tangles inside Z-homology 3-balls M . In this case, the first two parts of the theorem above still hold, whereas the final part could be viewed as a definition of ∇ s T for tangles T in M = B 3 . In [Juh06a] , Juhász defined sutured Floer homology SFH, a Heegaard Floer homology for balanced sutured manifolds, certain 3-manifolds with non-empty boundaries which carry some additional structures, so-called sutures (see definition 4.4). We show in theorem 6.3 that for any fixed site s, we can identify HFT(T, s) with the sutured Floer homology SFH of the tangle complement with a particular choice of sutures which depends on s. This can be regarded as the analogue of the fact that link Floer homology HFL can be computed as the sutured Floer homology of the link complement with meridional sutures [Juh06a, proposition 9.2]. Moreover, by work of Friedl, Juhász and Rasmussen [FJR09] , the graded Euler characteristic of SFH coincides with sutured Turaev torsion. Thus, we obtain a geometric interpretation of sites and the invariants ∇ s T themselves. Note that this interpretation can also be retraced directly, without referring to any categorified invariants, see [Zib16, section I.4 ]. Towards δ -graded mutation invariance of HFL We know from [OS03b] that knot and link Floer homology is, in general, not invariant under mutation. However, Baldwin and Levine conjectured the following [BL11, conjecture 1.5].
Conjecture 0.6 Let L be a link and let L be obtained from L by Conway mutation. Then HFL(L) and HFL(L ) agree after collapsing the bigrading to a single Z-grading, known as the δ -grading. In short: δ -graded link Floer homology is mutation invariant.
Following the strategy for proving mutation invariance for the polynomial invariants, we study symmetry relations for the categorified invariants of 4-ended tangles. This is were the interpretation of HFT in terms of sutured Floer homology SFH becomes very useful. Using Juhász's surface decomposition formula [Juh06b, proposition 8 .6], we show the following.
Theorem 0.7 (6.7 and 6.8) Let T be an oriented 4-ended tangle and let r(T) denote the same tangle with the opposite orientation on all strands. Then, after collapsing the Alexander gradings of the two open components of T , we have
as (relatively) bigraded invariants.
As one can see, the symmetry relations for HFT are not quite as strong as those for ∇ s T . In fact, in example 6.9 we show that, in general, the stronger relations do not hold. This offers a satisfying explanation of why bigraded link Floer homology fails to be mutation invariant, while at the same time giving further evidence towards conjecture 0.6. Unfortunately, the symmetry relations for HFT are not enough to prove the conjecture. This is because, unlike ∇ s T , HFT alone is insufficient to state a glueing formula. In general, HFT can be upgraded to a glueable theory by modifying its differential. This approach is described in my PhD thesis [Zib16, section II.3] and uses more complicated arc diagrams from Zarev's bordered sutured theory [Zar11] . For 4-ended tangles, one can define a slightly different glueing structure, which turns out to be very similar to Hanselman, J. Rasmussen and Watson's immersed curve invariant for 3-manifolds with torus boundary [HRW16] . This approach is described in [Zib17] , building on [Zib16, chapter III].
Similar work by other people.
It is interesting to compare the ideas described in this paper to those of several other groups of people who have defined generalisations of the Alexander polynomial or its categorification via Heegaard Floer theory to tangles.
As a classical invariant of knots and links, the Alexander polynomial can be defined and interpreted in a number of different ways, depending on one's preferred point of view. Many of these different interpretations have been used as starting points for generalisations of the Alexander polynomial to tangles: For example, Polyak [Pol10] uses skein theory to define his invariant; Bigelow [Big12] In 2014, Petkova and Vértesi defined a combinatorial tangle Floer homology using grid diagrams and ideas from bordered Floer homology [PV14] . They use a more general definition of tangles, namely two-sided ones. In [EPV15] , they and Ellis show that the decategorification of their invariant agrees with Sartori's generalisation of the Alexander polynomials to two-sided tangles via the representation theory of U q (gl(1|1)) [Srt13] . Thus, Petkova and Vértesi's theory fits nicely into the Reshetikhin-Turaev framework [RT91] , making it analogous to Khovanov's tangle invariant [Kh01] .
In 2016, Ozsváth and Szabó developed a completely algebraically defined knot homology theory, which they conjecture to be equivalent to knot Floer homology [OS16, OS17] . Like Petkova and Vértesi, they cut up a knot diagram into elementary pieces, associate with each piece a bimodule and then tensor these bimodules together to obtain a knot invariant. Implicitly, they also define an invariant for two-sided tangles, since their proof of invariance under Reidemeister moves is entirely local. Ozsváth and Szabó's theory seems to be frightfully powerful: from a computational point of view, since they can compute their homology from diagrams with over 50 crossings; but also from a more theoretical point of view, since their theory includes the hat-as well as the more sophisticated "−"-version of knot Floer homology without reference to holomorphic curves or grid diagrams. Interestingly, the generators in their theory correspond to Kauffman states like in ours. A decategorified invariant has been studied by Manion [Man16] and related to the representation theory of U q (gl(1|1)).
Finally, I want to mention some impressive work of Lambert-Cole [Lam16, Lam17] , where he confirms conjecture 0.6 for various families of mutant pairs. Definition 1.1 A tangle T is a smooth embedding of a disjoint union of intervals and circles into the closed 3-ball B 3 ,
such that the endpoints of the intervals lie on a fixed smoothly embedded circle S 1 on the boundary of B 3 , together with a labelling of the arcs S 1 im(T) by some index set {a, b, c, . . . }. We consider tangles up to ambient isotopy of T ∪ S 1 which keeps track of the labelling of the arcs. If the number of intervals is n, we call a tangle 2n-ended. The images of the intervals are called open components, the images of the circles are called closed components. An oriented tangle is a tangle with a choice of orientation on the tangle components.
Throughout this paper, we will often implicitly fix an ordering of the tangle components and label them by variables t 1 , t 2 , . . . , which we call the colours of T . In a few cases, where no ordering is needed, we will also use the variables t, p and q as colours.
Unless explicitly stated otherwise, we will assume the colours of different components are distinct.
In analogy to link diagrams, we define a tangle diagram to be a smooth embedding D of a graph whose vertices are either 1-or 4-valent into the closed 2-disc D 2 such that the preimage of ∂D 2 is exactly the set of 1-valent vertices, together with under/over information at the image of each 4-valent vertex, called a crossing, and a labelling of the arcs ∂D 2 im(D) by some index set {a, b, c, . . . }. Just as in the case of links, we consider tangle diagrams up to ambient isotopy (preserving the arc labelling) and the usual Reidemeister moves, see for example [Lic97] . Alexander polynomials of knots and links.
Next, let us recall how the Alexander polynomial of knots and links can be computed using Kauffman states and Alexander codes, following [Kau83] . Given a diagram of a 2-ended tangle (whose closure represents a knot or link), a Kauffman state is an assignment of a marker • to one of the four regions at each crossing such that each closed region is occupied by exactly one marker. One then applies the Alexander codes to the Kauffman states, ie one labels the markers by the monomials specified by the Alexander codes, as shown in figure 5b. To get the multivariate Alexander polynomial, one just multiplies these labels, takes the sum over all Kauffman states and finally multiplies everything by some normalisation factor.
When trying to apply this well-known algorithm to the general case of a 2n-ended tangle, one encounters the following problem: Say, there are m crossings in the diagram. Then by an Euler characteristic argument, the diagram consists of at least (m + n + 1) regions, so there are at least (n + 1) regions more than there are markers. Moreover, we have exactly (m + n + 1) regions iff all regions are simply connected, so in this case, the difference between the number of regions and crossings is exactly (n + 1). This motivates the following definition. • A Kauffman state of D is an assignment of a marker to one of the four regions at each crossing such that each closed region is occupied by exactly one marker, with the additional condition that there be at most one marker in each open region. Note that for a diagram without any crossings, the empty assignment is also a Kauffman state, provided that there are no closed regions. Let us denote the set of all Kauffman states of D by K(D).
• Given a Kauffman state x ∈ K(D), we can construct a site s ∈ S(T) from the set of those arcs of ∂D 2 im(D) which lie in open regions occupied by markers of x by adding for each unoccupied open region of D all but one arc which lies in that region. This is indeed an (n − 1) element subset, since the number of unoccupied (and therefore open) regions is exactly (n + 1). We say that a Kauffman state x ∈ K(D) and a site s obtained in this way from x belong to each other. We write K(D, s) for the set of all Kauffman states belonging to s. In particular, for connected diagrams D, any Kauffman state x belongs to exactly one site, since any open region only contains a single arc.
• For x ∈ K(D), let c(x) be the product of the labels of the markers of x according to the Alexander codes in figure 6 , with the convention that the empty product is equal to 1. Then for each site s ∈ S(T), let Proof Let us fix s ∈ S(D) and define Φ : To see that Φ is in fact a bijection, we would like to define an inverse by restricting a Kauffman state x ∈ K(D, s) to D and A. This is indeed possible since x and s uniquely determine s . This one can see using a similar argument to the one above, noting that the existence of a Kauffman state of D belonging to s implies that all regions are simply-connected.
We can show other glueing formulas in a similar way; in particular, we obtain the following generalisation of the connected sum formula for knots and links. 
, where the sum is over all pairs
such that s 1 ∩ s 2 = ∅ and the set of arcs in ∂D 2 im(D) which lie in s 1 ∪ s 2 is equal to s.
Theorem 1.12 For two oriented tangle diagrams D 1 and D 2 representing the same tangle T and s ∈ S(T), we have ∇ s
Proof By remark 1.2, we just need to check that the polynomials are invariant under the Reidemeister moves RM I-III. By proposition 1.10, we can check this locally, so the proof becomes exactly the same as for the usual knot and link case: We verify the theorem for the basic diagrams that appear in the Reidemeister moves, for each site separately. We only do this for RM I and II; for RM III, we refer the reader to the Mathematica notebook [APT.nb] Let us consider RM I first, see figure 9. The enclosed region on the right only has one crossing. Hence, the corresponding marker has to sit in that region in every Kauffman state. For both orientations, the labelling of this marker is 1, so we might as well remove this crossing. The same holds if we reverse the crossing; we can either check this directly, or apply proposition 2.3. For RM II, we only check one orientation; again, for the others, we can either check this separately or simply apply proposition 2.6. In the diagram on the right, there are exactly two Kauffman states that occupy the open region on the left; they contribute p and hp, so after setting h = −1, they cancel. The same is true for the open region on the right; the contribution there is q and hq. Finally, for each of the open regions at the top and the bottom, there is exactly one Kauffman state and it contributes 1. Definition 1.13 Now that we know that ∇ s D is a tangle invariant, we will allow ourselves to become less careful in distinguishing between tangles and their diagrams. We will use "tangles" and "tangle diagrams" synonymously, unless it is clear from the context that we do not. For example, when we talk about Kauffman states for tangles, we implicitly fix a diagram first. We will from now on also write ∇ s T for ∇ s D and call it the Alexander polynomial of T at the site s.
We have chosen the letter ∇ for a reason: Remark 1.15 Recall that the Conway potential function of an n-component oriented link L is a rational function ∇ L (t 1 , . . . , t n ) which is related to the multivariate Alexander polynomial ∆ L in the following way: (see for example [Har83] 
Hence, using the notation of the theorem above
We also note that ∇
∅
T of a 2-ended tangle T , multiplied by a factor of (t i − t −1 i ) for each closed component of T , is equal to the Euler characteristic of Ozsváth and Szabó's link Floer homology from [OS05] .
Basic properties of ∇ s T
In this section, we study some basic properties of the tangle invariants ∇ s T , guided by the properties of the Conway potential function, which were first studied by Hartley in [Har83] . Theorem 2.2 below summarizes some of the properties proved in that article. But first, let us state the following basic result about ∇ s T which becomes a simple observation once we have interpreted ∇ s T in terms of Heegaard diagrams, see page 38 below theorem 5.19. Alternatively, one can also prove the result directly by generalising Kauffman's clock theorem to tangles, which is the approach chosen in [Zib15] .
Lemma 2.1 Let T be an oriented tangle and s a site of T . Then for each colour t i , the exponents of the terms in t i differ by multiples of 2 in ∇ s T .
Theorem 2.2 [Har83, propositions 5.6, 5.5, 5.7 and 5.3] The Conway potential function of an oriented r-component link L satisfies the following properties:
is obtained from L by reversing the orientation of the first strand, then
Proposition 2.3 Let T be an oriented tangle and m(T) its mirror image. Then for
).
Proof Observe that the two Alexander codes in figure 6 are mirror images of one another after taking the reciprocals of all variables.
Definition 2.4 We define the linking number lk T (p, q) for two components p and q of an oriented tangle T to be lk T (p, q) := 1 2 #{positive crossings between p and q} − 1 2 #{negative crossings between p and q}.
For a tangle with a component t j , we also define
where the sum is over all i = j. We sometimes omit the subscript T when there is no risk of ambiguity.
Remark 2.5 Note that for two-component links, lk(p, q) coincides with the usual linking number. Also, linking numbers are invariants of tangles.
Proposition 2.6 Let T be an oriented r-component tangle. If r(T, t 1 ) denotes the same tangle T with the orientation of the first strand reversed, then for all sites s ∈ S(T), we have∇ s r(T,t 1 ) (t 1 , . . . , t r ) = h lk T (t 1 )∇s
Proof This is easily seen by considering crossings separately: Modulo sign, the statement follows from observation 1.7. For the correct sign, note that after substituting h −1 t −1 1 for t 1 in the Alexander code of a positive (negative) crossing involving t 1 and some different colour, we obtain the Alexander code of the crossing with the orientation of the t 1 -strand reversed multiplied by h − 1 2 (respectively h 1 2 ). For crossings involving only t 1 , no additional factor is necessary, and for crossings not involving t 1 at all, there is nothing to show.
Corollary 2.7 Let T be an oriented r-component tangle. If r(T) denotes the same tangle T with the orientation of all strands reversed, then for all sites s ∈ S(T), we have∇
If r(·) denotes the function which substitutes −t −1 for each colour t, the above implies
Moreover, for an oriented link L, we then have the symmetry relation
Proof For the first part, we successively reverse the orientation of all strands, noting that each term lk T (t i , t j ) appears twice in the exponent of h, but with different signs, because the second time it appears, the orientation of one strand has been reversed. The second statement follows directly from the first with h = −1. The second equality of the final statement follows from theorem 1.14 and the previous statement. The first part is a combination of theorem 2.2 (ii) and (iii).
Lemma 2.8 (one-colour skein relation) Let T + , T − and T • denote the tangles , and respectively. Then for all sites s,
Thus, the univariate polynomial tangle invariant ∇ s T (t, . . . , t) satisfies the same skein relation as the Alexander polynomial.
Corollary 2.9 Let T be a 2-ended tangle representing a knot. Then ∇ s T (±1) = 1.
Proof Let T be the diagram obtained from T by changing some crossings such that T represents the unknot. Then, by lemma 2.8,
The next proposition corresponds to part (iv) of theorem 2.2.
Proposition 2.10 Let T be an oriented tangle whose t 1 -component is closed and let T 1 be the tangle obtained from T by removing this component. Then for all s ∈ S(T), ∇ s T (±1, t 2 , . . . , t r ) equals
Proof To simplify notation, let us write σ = ±1 throughout the proof for the substituted value of t 1 . Then, first observe that by lemma 2.8, changing a t 1 -t 1 -crossing in T to obtain a new tangle T does not change the invariant evaluated at t 1 = σ , ie
. . , t r ). We can therefore assume without loss of generality that the t 1 -component is the unknot and we may choose a diagram for which there are no t 1 -t 1 -crossings. Moreover, by fixing the t 1 -component and then "pulling on all other strands", we may choose a tangle diagram which contains the tangle T • shown on the left-hand side of figure 10, where each of the n boxes labelled T ± is one of the two oriented tangles T + and T − shown on the right-hand side of the same figure.
Let l, b, r and t denote the sites specified by the regions on the left, bottom, right and top of the diagrams for T ± from figure 10, respectively, and consider the values of ∇ s T ± given in table 1. In particular, observe that ∇ s Let us fix one of the shaded regions u and its corresponding site s. We will now compute ∇ s T• (σ, t 2 , . . . , t r ). Let us write T j for the j th box T ± in anticlockwise direction from the fixed unoccupied region u. Each Kauffman state of T • of the fixed site s is uniquely determined by the crossing whose marker lies in the central region of T • . Then, for each box T j , there are two such Kauffman states which, when restricted to the box T k , correspond to the site t if k < j, the site l if k = j and the site b if k > j. Thus, the contribution of these two Kauffman states to ∇ s T• (σ, t 2 , . . . , t r ) is
where
• the sign ± is determined by whether T j = T + or T j = T − ,
• α i j is the signed number of boxes T k with (k) = i and k < j, where T k = T ± counts as ±1, and likewise
j is the signed number of boxes T k with (k) = i and k > j. Note that by the definition of the linking number
So the expression above for the contribution of the two Kauffman states corresponding to the box T j becomes
Moreover, the expression ( * ) can be expanded to
By considering the two consecutive boxes T j−1 and T j for j = 1, we observe
So we see that when we take the sum over the contributions of all boxes T j to ∇ s T• (σ, t 2 , . . . , t r ), most terms cancel and the only surviving ones are the second one of T 1 and the first one of T n . Since β i n = 0 for all i = 1, we see that ∇ s T• (σ, t 2 , . . . , t r ) is equal to
Finally, note that the invariant for the tangle obtained by deleting the t 1 -component in T • is equal to 1 for the site s corresponding to the region u and 0 for any site containing an unshaded open region of T • . Now use proposition 1.10.
3 4-ended tangles and mutation invariance of ∇ for type 1. For type 2, all identities but the last hold true.
Remark 3.2 Recall from corollary 2.7 that for all tangles T and sites s, ∇ s r(T) = r(∇ s T ). Then the proposition above shows in particular that for a 4-ended tangle, one can obtain its invariant for one site from the one for the opposite site, if we use the same colour on the open strands. This is also true for tangles with different colours on the open strands, in which case one can easily prove similar relations. Moreover, there are certain 4-term relations that can be used to obtain the invariants for all sites from the invariant of a single site. For more details, see [Zib16, section I.3].
Proof In both cases, the identity ∇ c T = ∇ a T follows from theorem 1.14 and the fact that the two diagrams obtained by closing at site a or site c both represent the same link. Next, by closing the tangle at site c and applying the final part of corollary 2.7, we obtain
respectively. Now, the tangle T is of type 1, so in particular, Remark 3.4 The definition of Conway mutation given in the introduction (definition 0.3) is equivalent to the one above, which can be seen by twisting the ends of the mutating tangle. While from the viewpoint of the former, some symmetry relations in theorem 3.1 might seem stronger than absolutely necessary for mutation invariance, from the viewpoint of the latter they are "exactly right". 
Proof of corollary 3.5 We consider the same two cases as in theorem 3.1, and also use Next, let us consider rotations about the y-axis. For type 1, we need to reverse orientations:
For type 2, we do not need to reverse orientations:
For a rotation about the z-axis we can argue similarly or we simply observe that it is the same as a rotation about both the x-and the y-axis (in any order).
The homological tangle invariant HFT
In this section, we consider a more general notion of tangles. We allow tangles to live in arbitrary 3-manifolds M with spherical boundary ∂M = S 2 , ie we replace the 3-ball 
where
• Σ g is an oriented surface of genus g with 2(n + m) boundary components, denoted by Γ, which are partitioned into (n + m) pairs,
• α c is a set of (g + m) pairwise disjoint circles α 1 , . . . , α g+m on Σ g ,
• α a is a set of 2n pairwise disjoint arcs α a 1 , . . . , α a 2n on Σ g which are disjoint from α c and whose endpoints lie on Γ, and
• β is a set of (g + m + n − 1) pairwise disjoint circles β 1 , . . . , β g+m+n−1 on Σ g .
We impose the following condition on the data above: The 3-manifold obtained by attaching 2-handles to Σ g × [0, 1] along α c × {0} and β × {1} is equal to the tangle complement M T such that under this identification,
• each pair of circles in Γ is a pair of meridional circles for the same tangle component, and each tangle component belongs to exactly one such pair, and
• α a ×{0} is equal to the intersection of S 1 ⊂ ∂M with M T in M .
If the tangle T is oriented, we also orient the boundary components of Σ g as oriented meridians of the tangle components, using the right-hand rule. Our convention on the orientation of the Heegaard surface is that its normal vector field (using the right-hand rule) points in the positive direction, ie the direction of the β -curves. However, we usually draw the Heegaard surfaces such that this normal vector field points into the plane. This slightly unusual convention is chosen because when identifying a sphere with the projection plane plus a point at infinity, it is more convenient to place this point on the back of the sphere, rather than on the front. This convention makes it easier to draw Heegaard diagrams for rational tangles.
Example 4.2 For a 1-crossing tangle in B 3 , we draw the Heegaard diagram shown in figure 14b . From this, we can obtain a Heegaard diagram for any tangle in B 3 without closed components as follows: We cut a tangle diagram of a given tangle up into 4-ended tangles with a single crossing each. Then, for each such component, we can use our Heegaard diagram from figure 14b and then glue these copies together along Γ according to the tangle diagram. For tangles in B 3 with closed components, we can do the same except that into each closed component, we insert one copy of the "ladybug" from figure 14c. Example 4.3 For rational tangles, we can draw Heegaard diagrams on genus 0 surfaces. As illustrated in figure 15, this can be seen by performing Dehn twists on the Heegaard diagram for the 1-crossing tangle in figure 14b . In fact, a 4-ended tangle without closed components is rational iff it has a genus 0 Heegaard diagram. Indeed, a genus 0 Heegaard diagram for such a tangle has no α-circles and just a single β -circle. By definition, we know that performing surgery along this β -circle gives us two cylinders, so it separates two punctures from the other two.
More generally, we can regard Heegaard diagrams for tangles as bordered sutured Heegaard diagrams, by endowing the tangle complement M T with a particular bordered sutured structure. A reader familiar with these terms can skip the following paragraphs and go directly to definition 4.12; for everyone else, and also for the purpose of fixing our notation, we will give a very brief outline of what these terms mean.
Definition 4.4 A sutured manifold (X, Γ) is a compact oriented 3-manifold X with boundary together with a set Γ ⊂ ∂X of smoothly embedded simple closed curves, called the sutures, which divide ∂X into two (not necessarily connected) subsurfaces R + and R − such that each suture lies in the boundary of both R + and R − . Usually, an orientation of R + and R − is fixed to distinguish these two subsurfaces, namely the normal vector field of R + points out of X , whereas the normal vector field of R − points into the 3-manifold. Such an orientation of R + and R − induces an orientation on the sutures Γ which in turn is sufficient to distinguish R + and R − .
A sutured manifold (X, Γ) is called balanced if X has no closed component, the two surfaces R + and R − have the same Euler characteristic and each component of ∂X contains at least one suture. . This is because we will focus on balanced sutured manifolds for which such components are not present anyway as they do not contain any suture. Definition 4.9 A bordered sutured manifold is a tuple (X, Γ, Z, φ), where
• X is a sutured manifold with sutures Γ;
• φ is a (smooth) embedding of G(Z) into the closure of R − such that im(φ)∩Γ = φ(Z).
Definition 4.10 A Heegaard diagram of a bordered sutured manifold is obtained from a Heegaard diagram of the underlying sutured manifold by adding the graphs of the arc diagrams to it. To be more precise, consider a Heegaard diagram of the underlying sutured manifold. Then we can embed the graph G(Z) into R − in such a way that it misses the 2-handles corresponding to the α-curves, simply by sliding them off those 2-handles. This gives us an embedding of G(Z) into the Heegaard surface such that its image does not intersect the α-curves. We view the images of the edges connecting points in a as α-arcs. that the boundary of M minus some contractible neighbourhoods of the tangle ends lies in R − . Furthermore, the arcs S 1 ν(∂T) together with small neighbourhoods of the endpoints on the sutures Γ constitute the arc diagram, which is indeed non-degenerate. Then, Heegaard diagrams for tangles can be viewed as bordered sutured Heegaard diagrams. In particular, it follows that every tangle T in a 3-manifold M with spherical boundary has a Heegaard diagram.
Of course, Heegaard diagrams for tangles are far from being unique. As a special case of [Zar11, proposition 4.1.5], we note the following result.
Lemma 4.13 Any two diagrams for the same tangle can be obtained from one another by a sequence of the following Heegaard moves:
• an isotopy of an α-or β -circle or an isotopy of an α-arc relative to its endpoints,
• a handleslide of a β -circle over another β -circle,
• a handleslide of an α-curve over an α-circle and
Remark 4.14 In general, the arc diagrams in bordered sutured Heegaard Floer theory play the following role: Given a sutured 3-manifold X and a surface F which divides X into two pieces (and satisfies certain other sufficiently general conditions), one can choose a handle decomposition of F which corresponds to an arc diagram such that the embedding of this arc diagram onto the boundary of each piece turns this piece into a bordered sutured manifold. A central result of Zarev's thesis [Zar11, theorem 12.3.2] is that the sutured Floer homology SFH(X) can be computed from the bordered sutured invariants of the two pieces.
Returning to our case, the arc diagram of the bordered sutured structure on M T parametrizes 2n disjoint strips connecting the tangle ends. For glueing tangles together to obtain knots or links, in general, one needs to choose arc diagrams parametrizing the 2n-punctured sphere, see for example [AL17, construction 1.7]. Therefore, the homological invariant HFT defined below from the bordered sutured structure chosen above on M T does not satisfy a glueing formula of the desired form. Nonetheless, by extending the chosen arc diagram on M T , I show in [Zib16, section II.3] that one only needs to modify the differential on HFT to obtain a glueable tangle invariant.
Definition 4.15 For the tangle complement M T , the arc diagrams are particularly simple, and so are the algebras associated with them. More precisely, the algebra A(Z) agrees with the ring of idempotents I(Z) over which it is defined. I(Z) is equal to the direct sum of Z/2.ι s over all subsets s of the set of α-arcs α a . A type D structure over this algebra A(Z) is equivalent to a set of vector spaces over Z/2, indexed by subsets s of α a ; so we obtain
where ι s . BSD(M T ) is now an honest chain complex over Z/2.
If we fix a Heegaard diagram H T = (Σ g , α, β) for T , BSD(H T ) is generated by tuples x = (x 1 , . . . , x g+m+n−1 ) of points x 1 , . . . , x g+m+n−1 ∈ α ∩ β such that there is exactly one point x i on each α-and β -circle, and at most one point on each α-arc. We denote the set of these generators by G = G H T . Note that each generator occupies exactly (n − 1) α-arcs. So like in definition 1.4, we define a site of T to be an (n − 1)-element subset s of α a and denote the set of all sites of T by S(T). Then, we can associate with each x ∈ G the site s(x) consisting of all those α-arcs that are occupied by an intersection point in x. (Note that unlike sites of general Kauffman states, the site of a generator is always unique.) We denote the set of all generators corresponding to a given site s by G s . Thus, we obtain a partition
From the discussion above, it follows that ι s . BSD(H T ) vanishes unless s is a site. So we define the chain complex CFT(H T , s) as ι s . BSD(H T ) and
CFT(H T , s).
By construction, both the chain homotopy types of CFT(H T , s) and CFT(H T ) are invariants of M T and therefore of the tangle T . We denote their homologies by HFT(T, s) and HFT(T), respectively.
While the generators of a type D structure corresponding to a bordered sutured Heegaard diagram are easy to describe combinatorially, the definition of the differential is more involved; in particular, it requires a substantial amount of analytic machinery, which we will not discuss. However, we use the remainder of this section to describe the combinatorics that go into the definition of the differential in our special case. Let us fix a Heegaard diagram H = H T = (Σ g , α, β) for our tangle T .
Definition 4.16
We define D H to be the free Abelian group generated by the connected components of Σ g (α ∪ β ∪ Γ), which we call regions. In other words,
Elements of this group are called domains. Given two generators x, y ∈ G , we define π 2 (x, y) to be the subset of those domains φ which satisfy
We call elements in π 2 (x, x) periodic domains. Note that this does not depend on the choice of x ∈ G . Furthermore, let
A Heegaard diagram is called admissible if every non-zero periodic domain in π ∂
2 (x, x) has positive and negative multiplicities.
Lemma 4.17 Every tangle diagram can be made admissible by isotopies of β . Furthermore, any two such diagrams for the same tangle can be transformed into one another by a sequence of Heegaard moves from lemma 4.13 through admissible diagrams.
Proof This is a special case of [Zar11, proposition 4.4.2 and corollary 4.4.3]. Note that our terminology differs slightly from Zarev's: he does not include regions near basepoints in π 2 (x, y), so in our special case, his definition of π 2 (x, y) coincides with our π ∂ 2 (x, y). Thus, the distinction in his terminology between periodic and provincial periodic domains becomes irrelevant.
We can now describe the differential on CFT(H T ). Given a generator x ∈ G ,
where µ x,y (φ) is the Maslov index of φ, see definition 5.10, and # M(x, y; φ) denotes the count (modulo 2) of holomorphic curves associated with domains φ connecting x to y, see for example [Lip05] . Note that the sum in ( †) is over domains in π ∂ 2 (x, y), ie those that avoid Γ. Since there are no such domains between generators in distinct sites, the chain complex CFT(H T ) admits a splitting into summands CFT(H T , s).
Gradings on HFT
The chain complexes CFT(T, s) from the previous section inherit various gradings from bordered sutured theory. In general, the gradings in this theory are rather complicated; for instance, the grading groups are not necessarily Abelian. However, in our case, the gradings allow a much simpler description, in particular if one imposes an additional condition on M , namely that its reduced homology vanishes: Throughout this section, let M be a Z-homology 3-ball with spherical boundary and T ⊂ M an oriented tangle with n open and m closed components and s a site of T . Again, we write M T for the tangle complement. We also fix a Heegaard diagram H = H T = (Σ g , α, β) for our tangle T .
Definition 5.1 From the definition of a Heegaard diagram of a tangle, it follows that the surface S β (Σ g ) obtained by surgery along the curves in β is a disjoint union of (n + m) annuli, each of whose boundary is a pair in Γ. Similarly, the surface S α c (Σ g ) obtained by surgery along the curves in α c is a disjoint union of m annuli, each of whose boundary is a pair in Γ, and a 2-sphere with 2n boundary components, which is cut into two discs by the α-arcs. We call these (n + 2m) annuli and two discs elementary periodic domains. This terminology is justified by the following lemma.
Lemma 5.2 There is a canonical identification π 2 (x, x) ∼ = H 2 (M T , Γ ∪ α a ; Z). The right hand side is the free Abelian group generated by the elementary periodic domains, modulo the relation that the sum of all of them vanishes. Furthermore, under this identification, π ∂ 2 (x, x) is freely generated by the m tori which are the boundaries of the closed components of T ; in particular, any Heegaard diagram for a tangle without closed components is admissible.
Proof First, we contract each boundary component of Σ g such that we obtain a closed surface Σ g . On this surface, there are still the β -circles and α-circles, but the α-arcs have become a single α-circle α * . Let us write α = α c ∪ {α * }. π 2 (x, x) can then be expressed as the subgroup of H 2 (Σ g , α ∪ β) consisting of all domains φ satisfying ∂(∂φ ∩ β) = 0. This subgroup can be rewritten as the second homology of Σ g ∪ α∪β {2-cells}, which is a deformation retract of the tangle complement M T with 2-handles attached along each component of Γ and S 1 ⊂ ∂M . This, in turn, is just another description of M with (n + 2m + 1) embedded 3-balls removed. Since H 2 (M; Z) = 0, the homology is freely generated by the boundaries of these 3-balls. Each elementary periodic domain now corresponds to such a generator, except for one disc, which is the boundary of M . This proves the first two statements.
For the third claim, let us write a given periodic domain in π ∂ 2 (x, x) as a linear combination of the elementary periodic domains such that the coefficient of one of the two discs, say, is zero. Then the coefficients of the two annuli of each closed component must be the same and all other coefficients must be zero. In fact, the sum of the two annuli for each closed component form a basis of π ∂ 2 (x, x). Proof For any pair (x, y) ∈ G 2 , there exists a 1-cycle γ in C 1 (α ∪ β ∪ Γ) such that ∂(γ ∩ β) = x − y. Indeed: First, we choose a 1-chain on C 1 (β) with this property. Then, since there is exactly one intersection point on every α-circle for each x and y, we can add 1-chains in C 1 (α c ) such that the boundary of the new 1-chain lies on the α-arcs only. But since γ is allowed to have Γ-components, we can get rid of these intersection points, too, and obtain our cycle γ .
Next, we can add Γ-cycles to γ such that the resulting 1-cycle is 0 in H 1 (M T ). Adding α-and β -cycles gives us another 1-cycle γ which is 0 in H 1 (Σ g ) and also satisfies ∂(γ ∩ β) = x − y.
Our next goal is to define a relative Alexander grading on generators. We do this by counting Γ-components of domains which connect two generators. In the following, let us denote the set of circles in Γ which meet the α-curves by Γ α .
Definition 5.4 By definition, the endpoints of the α-arcs divide each circle in Γ α into two components. In the following, we will suggestively call them the front and the back component, but eventually it will not matter which is which. Let Σ f g , (α ∪ β ∪ Γ) f and α f denote the spaces obtained from Σ g , (α ∪ β ∪ Γ) and α respectively by contracting the back component of each circle in Γ α to a point. Note that β∩Γ = ∅, α c ∩Γ = ∅ and that the images of α-arcs become a single circle in α f . Let f : (α∪β∪Γ) → (α∪β∪Γ) f be the quotient map and ∂ : D H → H 1 (α ∪ β ∪ Γ) the boundary map of the long exact sequence of the pair (Σ g , α ∪ β ∪ Γ). Now, we consider the diagram from figure 16 and define
Similarly, by contracting the front components of Γ α , we obtain a homomorphism
Finally, note that the orientation of T induces an orientation of the meridians using the right-hand rule, which gives rise to a canonical identification
Lemma 5.5 A f and A b are constant on π 2 (x, y) for each pair (x, y) ∈ G 2 .
Proof It suffices to show that A f and A b vanish on periodic domains. But this is obvious from the description of periodic domains in lemma 5.2 in terms of elementary periodic domains. The annuli have cancelling Γ-components of the corresponding tangle component and the Γ-components of the two discs are the sums of all front/back Γ-components.
Combining lemmas 5.3 and 5.5 enables us to define a relative grading on G .
Definition 5.6 The homomorphism
We call A the Alexander grading.
Lemma 5.7 For each pair (x, y) ∈ G 2 , π ∂ 2 (x, y) is non-empty iff x and y are in the same Alexander grading and belong to the same site.
Proof The only-if part is clear. The opposite direction follows from a refinement of the proof of 5.3: We can now get a 1-cycle γ in C 1 (α ∪ β) such that ∂(γ ∩ β) = x − y, because the generators belong to the same site. This 1-cycle is already zero in H 1 (M T ), since the generators are in the same Alexander grading. Then we might have to add α-and β -cycles as before and we are done.
Remark 5.8 The type D structure BSD(X) of a bordered sutured manifold X comes with an absolute grading by relative Spin c -structures Spin c (X, ∂X F), where F is the surface parametrized by the arc diagram on the boundary of X . In [Zar11, section 4.5], Zarev identifies Spin c (X, ∂X F) with an affine copy of H 2 (X, ∂X F), which by Lefschetz duality is isomorphic to H 1 (X, F) . Then, in [Zar11, proof of proposition 4.5.2], Zarev associates with a pair of generators x, y ∈ G a homology class
, where a and b are 1-chains on the α-and β -curves, respectively, such that ∂b = y − x and ∂a = y − x + z for some 0-chain z in Z .
If the bordered sutured manifold in question is M T , F is a set of 2n strips connecting the sutures at the tangle ends. Then, by lemma 5.3, we may choose a domain φ ∈ π 2 (x, y) and take a = ∂φ ∩ α and F) . Like in definition 5.4, we can define (M f T , F f ) to be the pair of spaces obtained by contracting the front components of Γ α . Then the quotient map induces a homomorphism
such that, with the same notation as in said definition,
Similarly, we can define a homomorphism
. Thus, we may write our Alexander grading as a quotient of the relative H 1 (M T , F)-grading via the homomorphism −(Ã f +Ã b ).
Lemma 5.9 The differential on CFT(H T , s) preserves the Alexander grading.
Proof The sum in ( †) on page 29 is over domains in π ∂ 2 (x, y), ie those domains that avoid Γ, so the Alexander grading of any such domain vanishes.
Next, we describe a second grading on CFT(H T ), using the Maslov index µ x,y , which already appeared in the definition of the differential on CFT(H T ). The Maslov index plays the role of the formal dimension of the moduli space M(x, y; φ) of holomorphic curves in the homology class φ connecting two generators x and y. The moduli space M(x, y; φ) comes with a natural R-action. If the expected dimension of M(x, y; φ) is equal to 1, ie µ x,y (φ) = 1, the quotient of the moduli space by this R-action is just a set of points; this is the set M(x, y; φ) appearing in the definition of the differential from equation ( †).
The Maslov index can be computed combinatorially, as shown in [Lip05, corollary 4.10]. We will take this combinatorial formula as a definition.
Definition 5.10 Let φ ∈ π 2 (x, y) for some x, y ∈ G . We define the Maslov index by Lemma 5.11 Given φ ∈ π 2 (x, y) and ψ ∈ π 2 (y, z), µ x,y (φ) + µ y,z (ψ) = µ x,z (φ + ψ).
Proof This follows from basically the same arguments as [Srk06, theorems 3.1 and 3.3]. We give some details nonetheless. First of all, note that the Euler measure is additive. Hence, all we need to show is that
This simplifies to m y (φ) + m y (ψ) = m x (ψ) + m z (φ).
Theorem 3.1 from [Srk06] for n = i = 2, η 1 = α and η 2 = β gives us
where the product · denotes the "average" intersection number from [Srk06] . So we need to see that
The boundaries of the domains lie in α ∪ β ∪ Γ. However, β ∩ Γ = ∅, so the left-hand side equals
. To see that this is zero, we modify the Heegaard surface by contracting all boundary components. Then the left-hand side is equal to ∂(ψ) · ∂(φ), and this is indeed zero.
Lemma 5.12 µ x,y is constant on π 2 (x, y) for each pair (x, y) ∈ G 2 .
Proof Applying the previous lemma to z = y, we see that it suffices to show that µ y,y (φ) = e(φ) + 2m y (φ)
vanishes for all periodic domains φ ∈ π 2 (y, y). In fact, we only need to show this for every domain φ which corresponds to an elementary periodic domain under the identification of lemma 5.2. If φ corresponds to an annulus which is a component of S β (Σ g ), we may regard φ as a subsurface of Σ g × {1}, and the annulus is obtained by performing surgery along all β -circles contained in the interior of φ and attaching discs along those β -curves that lie on the boundary of φ. Any other β -curves stay away from φ. Performing surgery on the relevant β -circles increases the Euler measure by 2. However, each such β -circle is occupied by an intersection point of y, and the contribution of this point to 2m y (φ) is 2, since both sides of this β -circle belong to φ. Likewise, attaching a disc along those β -curves that lie on the boundary of φ increases the Euler measure by 1; this is cancelled by the contribution of the intersection point occupying this curve to 2m y (φ), since φ lies only to one side of this curve. So we see that removing all intersection points of y and simultaneously performing surgery/attaching discs does not change the Maslov index. Therefore µ y,y (φ) = e(annulus) = 0.
We can argue similarly if φ corresponds to an annulus which is a component of S α c (Σ g ), noting that m y (φ) = 0 for any intersection point y of y which lies on the α-arcs. Finally, if φ corresponds to one of the two discs of S α c (Σ g ), we see by the same argument as above that µ y,y (φ) is equal to the Euler measure of a disc with 4n corners plus 1 for each of the (n − 1) intersection points of y which lie on an α-arc. Hence µ y,y (φ) = 0 in this case, too.
Combining lemmas 5.11 and 5.12, we can now define a relative grading on generators induced by the Maslov index, just as for the Alexander grading.
Definition 5.13 The δ -grading on generators is a relative
where φ ∈ π 2 (x, y). We also define a relative Z-grading, the homological grading, by
where φ ∈ π 2 (x, y) and A is the composition of A with the map Z n+m → Z that adds all components. In short, h = 1 2 A − δ. Although we now have three different gradings A, δ and h on CFT(H T , s), we call their union the bigrading, since any one of them is determined by the other two.
Remark 5.14 When comparing these gradings with those in link Floer homology, note that we are using a Heegaard surface with punctures instead of marked points. For twoended tangles, our conventions agree with those in [BL11, section 3.1, equations (3.2)-(3.4)] (up to a factor 2 in the Alexander grading), noting that tangle ends that point into the 3-manifold are represented by labels X and outgoing ones by labels O. See also figure 17.
Lemma 5.15 The homological grading is well-defined.
Proof We have claimed in the definition above that the homological grading is a relative Z-grading, but a priori, it is only a relative 1 2 Z-grading. To prove the assertion, let φ ∈ π 2 (x, y) be a domain connecting two generators x, y ∈ G . Let us contract each boundary component of the Heegaard surface to a single point. We obtain a closed surface Σ with a certain number of β -curves and (n − 2) fewer α-curves, where we regard the curve obtained from the 2n α-arcs as a single new α-circle α * , as in the proof of lemma 5.2. φ induces some domain φ in this new diagram, and we can still regard x and y as tuples of intersection points, even though they do not define generators in the usual sense if n = 2. We claim that h(φ) ≡ µ x,y (φ ) mod 1. Indeed, contracting a closed component missing the α-arcs changes µ x,y by an integer; the contribution of this component to So it remains to show that µ x,y (φ ) is an integer. If n = 2, this follows from the fact that x and y are well-defined generators of a Heegaard diagram and µ x,y (φ ) is equal to the expected dimension of the moduli space M(x, y; φ ). For the general case, we can adapt an argument from [Lip05, proof of lemma 4.1]: Let us regard each region r of the closed Heegaard diagram as an oriented surface S r with boundary. By adding the fundamental class of H 2 (Σ ) sufficiently many times, we may assume without loss of generality that the multiplicity m r of each region r in φ is non-negative. Then, for each region r in φ , consider the m r -sheeted trivial cover of S r . Each component of the boundary of these covering spaces minus the corners maps to a part of an α-or β -curve in Σ . We can now glue the covering spaces together along matching components to construct a surface S and a map S → Σ . As in [Lip05, proof of lemma 4.1], we do this first for all components corresponding to α-curves until no more glueing is possible, and then do the same for the β -curves. Thereby, we ensure that the corners of the surface S are mapped bijectively to non-degenerate points of x and y, ie points in (x ∪ y) (x ∩ y). Let us call a point in S in the preimage of x or y a marked point. Then where we count marked points corresponding to degenerate points twice. The sum of the Euler measure with the sum of m x (S) over all corners x of S is an integer. Also, we may ignore all marked points corresponding to degenerate points as those points are not corners of S by construction. So it remains to be seen that the number of marked points which lie in the interior of the boundary of S is even. Let us consider each component of the boundary of S minus the corners separately. By construction, each component corresponds to an α-or β -curve, which is occupied by an even number of points in x and y. So if a component is closed, it contains an even number of marked points. If a component is open then by construction, its two boundary points correspond to a pair of non-degenerate points in x and y. Unless these two points lie on the special α-curve α * which was obtained from the α-arcs in the original Heegaard diagram, this component contains an even number of marked points, too.
It remains to consider the open components corresponding to α * . We may assume without loss of generality that the image of each such component is an embedded interval on α * , since the number of points in x and y on α * is even. Consider two such intervals. Then, they are either disjoint or they intersect in one or two intervals. In all three cases, the number of endpoints of the two intervals that are contained in the interior of the other interval is either 0, 2 or 4; in particular, it is even. So the total number of marked points in the interior of all such components is even.
Remark 5.16 The type D structure BSD(X) of a bordered sutured manifold X comes with a relative grading gr by a certain group Gr(Z), which can be identified with a 1 2 Zextension of H 1 (F), where F is the surface parametrized by the arc diagram on X . In general, this group can be complicated, eg it need not be Abelian. For X = M T however, F is just a collection of strips, so H 1 (F) vanishes. Hence, Gr(Z) = 1 2 Z. Moreover, the grading gr agrees with the unrefined grading gr in this particular case, and the definition of gr on domains agrees with our formula for the Maslov index [Zar11, 6.1.1] up to a sign. We conclude that the grading gr agrees with our δ -grading. Note however, that Zarev only defines gr for each Spin c -structure separately. We have defined a uniform relative Definition 5.18 Let us write CFT h (H T , s, a) for the subgroup of CFT(H T , s) generated by those elements in G s of Alexander grading a ∈ Z n+m and homological grading h. We then define the graded Euler characteristic of CFT(H T , s) as
which is well-defined up to multiplication by a unit in Z[t up to multiplication by a unit, where the product is over all closed components of T .
Proof of lemma 2.1 Assuming the theorem above, we can now easily prove lemma 2.1: For any two generators of the same site s of T , we can find a connecting domain φ, such that ∂φ ∩ ∂Σ g consists of closed components only. Thus the difference of the Alexander gradings between the two generators is even for each color. For a general tangle in B 3 , we can consider the Heegaard diagram induced by a tangle diagram as discussed in example 4.2. Suppose there are no closed components. Then there is an obvious 1:1-correspondence between Kauffman states and generators: intersection points of generators correspond to markers of Kauffman states, β -curves to crossings and α-curves to regions of the tangle diagram. So it suffices to check that the gradings agree on both sides of this correspondence, up to an overall shift. Locally, at the crossings, we have already done this. For Kauffman states, the gradings can be computed as the sum of the local gradings. For generators in our chosen Heegaard diagram, the same is true, which can be checked on the level of domains. For the Alexander grading, this is obvious. For the Maslov grading, it follows from the fact that the Euler measure has this property, too, which is an elementary exercise.
If the tangle has a closed component, we need to insert a ladybug into the Heegaard diagram for each such component, see figure 14c ; this multiplies the number of generators by two, since there are two intersection points of the α-circle in a ladybug. It is straightforward to compute the grading difference between corresponding generators of the two intersection points: the δ -gradings agree and the Alexander gradings differ by 2. Hence, we get an extra factor (t i − t −1 i ) in the decategorified invariant. Remark 6.4 As in bordered sutured theory, the homological grading in sutured theory is usually only defined for each Spin c -structure separately. However, like in the proof of theorem 5.17, one can show that in our case, SFH(M s T ) is well-defined as a uniformly δ -graded invariant.
Proof The main idea is to modify a Heegaard diagram H for the tangle T in the following way, as illustrated in figure 19: Let us consider a 2-torus with a fixed longitude and 2n disjoint meridians. Puncture the torus 2n times along the longitude such that any two meridians are no longer homotopic. We consider the remaining segments of the longitude as α-arcs and the meridians as β -circles. We may assume that each β -circle intersects exactly one α-arc in a single point and there are exactly 2n connected components in their complement on the punctured torus. We place a puncture in each of these components. Finally, we attach the (now 4n-punctured) torus to Σ in such a way that each α-arc in the torus closes an α-arc in the Heegaard surface Σ g for our tangle. This gives us a sutured Heegaard diagram H consisting of a 2(n + m)-punctured surface Σ with (g + 2n + m) α-circles and (g + 3n + m − 1) β -circles. However, H is not balanced unless n = 1. So, let us fix a site s. By definition, s is a set of α-arcs in H that are occupied by generators in G s . An α-arc in H corresponds to an α-arc in the punctured torus which in turn corresponds to the β -circle that it intersects. Thus, a site s gives rise to a collection of β -circles on the punctured torus. For each such circle β i , we pick a path γ i between the two adjacent punctures (the dashed line in figure 19 ) which intersects no α-circle and no β -circle except β i . We delete β i and cut the surface along γ i . This gives us a new sutured Heegaard diagram which is balanced. Let us denote it by H s . T , Γ)-grading, which gives a relative H 1 (M T )-grading, and a homological grading. In [Juh06a, comment after definition 4.6], Juhász describes the first grading in terms of a homology class (x, y) like in remark 5.8. The homological grading uses the Maslov index, so it also agrees with our definition.
The following results can be viewed as the categorified counterparts of some results from sections 2 and 3. Proof This follows from the previous theorem and [FJR09, proposition 2.14].
Proposition 6.6 (compare 2.6 and 2.7) Let T be an oriented r-component tangle and s a site of T . If r(T, t 1 ) denotes the same tangle T with the orientation of the first strand reversed, then for all Alexander gradings a = (a 1 , . . . , a r ) ∈ Z r , CFT(r(T, t 1 ), s, a) ∼ = CFT(T, s, (−a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a r )) as (relatively) bigraded invariants. Similarly, if r(T) denotes the tangle T with the orientation of all strands reversed, then CFT(r(T), s, a) ∼ = CFT(T, s, −a).
Proof The orientation of a tangle component is just a choice of an orientation of its meridian. This does not affect the relative δ -grading. where V t denotes a 2-dimensional vector space supported in consecutive Alexander and homological gradings. In case II, the second identity holds if we drop the tensor factors V p and V q .
Remark 6.8 Theorem 0.7 from the introduction, ie the univariate version of the theorem above, follows immediately, since two chain complexes are the same iff they are the same after tensoring with a free Abelian group such as V p .
Proof of theorem 6.7 Let us consider relation (B-D) first. The underlying sutured manifolds are the same after switching the roles of R − and R + on one side. This can be easily seen by pushing the two meridional sutures of the open tangle components through the tangle. Then, by [FJR09, proposition 2.14], the sutured Floer homologies are identical, except that the Spin c -gradings are opposite to each other. Now apply proposition 6.6.
In case II, (A-C) (without the tensor factors) follows from the same arguments. In case I, relation (A-C) is an exercise in applying the surface decomposition formula for sutured a might be expected for the δ -graded version. In fact, in [Zib17] , I prove that mutation about the tangle T 2,−3 preserves δ -graded knot Floer homology, using a slightly more sophisticated invariant based on HFT.
